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PRODUCTS  OF ARCWISE  CONNECTED  SPACES1

B.   LEHMAN

Abstract.    It is proved that the arbitrary product of arcwise

connected spaces is arcwise connected.

Introduction. By an arc we mean a Hausdorff continuum with at

most 2 noncut points, called the end points of the arc. A space S is said

to be arcwise connected if whenever x, y e S, then x and y are the end

points of some arc in S. It is well known (see, for instance, [4, Theorems

28.8 and 28.13]) that a nondegenerate metric continuum A is an arc if

and only if A is homeomorphic to [0, 1]. Since a metrizable product of

arcs is a compact, connected and locally connected metric space, it

follows [4, Theorem 31.2] that a metrizable product of arcs is arcwise

connected. However, examples have been constructed by S. Mardesic

[2] and [3] and J. L. Cornette and B. Lehman [1] of locally connected

Hausdorff continua which are not arcwise connected. Thus the above

argument will not suffice for a nonmetrizable product of arcs, even if

each factor space is metrizable. In this paper we show that the arbitrary

product of arcwise connected spaces is arcwise connected.

Lemma Let {Xx:a. e sé} be a collection of nondegenerate arcs, and let

X denote the product space of this collection. If the end points of Xx are

ax and ba, then there is an arc in X from f to g where fis that point for which

foa)=aa and g is that point for which g(a)=/3a.

Proof. Let S be a well-ordering of sé', and let "1" denote the first

element of sé, and "a+1" the successor of a in sé. For each o. ese,

define the "edge" Ax of X and points/, and gx of X as follows :

A, = {// 6 X-.hiß) = bß, ß < a; h(ß) = </„, a < ß},

fM-h>        ß<*>        gAß) = bß,        ßS«,
= aß,        ß ^ a; = a„,        ß > ct..
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We show that for each a 6 sé, the following statements are satisfied:

(a)/i=/, and ga =/,+,;

(b) A^AX+X={gx};

(c) Ax is an arc homeomorphic to Xx in X and the end points of Att

wtefomdg,;
id) if a, y e sé and a+1 <y, then Axr\Ay= 0 ;

(e) Uß<xAß*J{fx} is an arc in X with end points/ and fo. Further,

Uiej/ AecKJ{g} is an arc in X with end points/and g.

It is immediate from the definitions that (a) and (b) are satisfied.

If we define a function 8 : XX—>X by

[0(a)](cV) = bs,        ô< a,

= x, ô = a,

= a,        Ô > a,

then 0 is a homeomorphism from Xx onto /4a such that 8iax)=fo, and

6(b<x)=gx, so (c) is satisfied. Now if a, y e js/, with a+1 <y, and // e /4a,

then //(a+l)=act+1#/ja+1. If h e Ay, then //(«+l)=c/a+1, and it follows

that Axr\Ay= 0. Thus (d) is satisfied.

We now proceed to prove (e) by induction on the well-ordered set sé.

Let I(ß) be the statement: (Jx<ß Ax\J{fß} is an arc in X with end points

fandfo.
If ß=l, then Uj<f^au(/i}={/} so it is an (degenerate) arc with

end points/ and fo. Suppose that for some ß e sé, Kß, that we have

shown that /(a) holds for all a</3. We consider two cases.

Case 1. ß=y+l for some y e sé. By the induction hypothesis

U,<T Aa\J{fy} is an arc in X with end points/and/y, and we have shown

that Ay is an arc in X with end ooints fo and g.=fo+x=fß. If h e \Ja<y A^Ci
Ar, then it follows from (d) that y = ô+l for some ô e sé and h e Ab(~\Ay.

It then follows from (a) and (b) that h=gô=fo+x=fo and that (Ua<y A^y)
{fy})C\Ay = {fy}. We have then that \Ja<y Aa.VJ{fy} and Ay are arcs which

meet in a single point,/,,, and that/y is an end point of each. Thus their

union is an arc with end points fo and gy=fo. That is Uasr ^^{fß) is an

arc with end points/and gy=fß-

Case 2. ß has no immediate predecessor in sé. There are four steps in

the argument.

(1) {Ja<ß Aa is connected;

(2) If heX and h $ Ua</¡ AaKj{fß}, then // is not a limit point of

Ua</î Aa;
(3) fß is a limit point of Ua</¡ Aa, so Ua</¡ Ax\J{fß} is a continuum and

fo is not a cut point of U«<i A7,u{fß};
(4) /is not a cut point of Ua<// ^au{/p}> and if// e [Jx<ßAaandh?±fo
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then // is a cut point of \Jx<ß Ax\J{fß}; thus \Jx<ß Ax\j{fß}, is an arc with

end points fandfß.
Proof of (1). By the induction hypothesis, \Jx<ß Ax=\Jy<ß (U«<» -^«)

is the union of connected sets each of which contains / and is therefore

connected.

Proof of (2). For each a e sé let Px be the projection map of X onto

Xx. Suppose that h e X—[\Jx<ß AxVJ{fß}]. Let y be the first member of

sé such that h(y)^fß(y). If ßSy then fo(y) = ay^h(y) and Py\Xy-{ay})
is open in X, contains h and misses \Jx<ß Ax\J{fß}. Suppose then that

y<ß. Then if ô<y, hi$)=b6 and h(y)?±by. If for all e e sé such that

y<e, h(e)=a£, then heAy, contrary to assumption. Thus for some

e e sé, y<e and h(e)^ae. It now follows from the definition of the sets

Ax that the open set P~1(Xy — {by})r\P~1(X!. — {as}) contains h and misses

Ua</s Ax. Thus // is not a limit point of \Jx<ß Ax.

Proof of (3). We consider the net {gx}1<ß. For all besé, the net

{ps(gt)}a<p converges to P3(fß). For if ßSd, then for all &<ß, gx(ô) =

aa=fß(o); and if ö<ß, then since ß has no immediate predecessor, there is

ay ese, such that o<y<ß and if ySs<ß, then Pa(gA=gz(ô)=ba=fo(ô).

It follows that the net {gx}x<ß converges in X to fß. It now follows immedi-

ately from (1) that/0 is not a cut point of \Jx<ß AaKJ{fß).

Proof of (A). Since \Jx<ß Ax-{f}={jy<ß lö^-, Ax-{f}] is a union
of the connected sets [jx<y Ax—{f} each of which contains/2, (Jsi</¡ Ax—

{/} is connected.

Now suppose that h e \Jx<ß Ax, h^f- Let a* be the first member of sé

such that h e Ax., and let Yx., Zx. be the subarcs in Xx. (one possibly

degenerate) with end points ax*, //(a*) and //(a*), bx., respectively. For

each a 6 sé, define Sx and Tx as follows:

S* = {¿«}. a < a*> ^ ■" Jf«f a < a*>

= Za», a = a*, = Yx.,        a = a*,

= Xx, a* < a, = {ax},        a* < a.

Let S and T be the product spaces respectively of the collections {Sx:

a e sé} and {F^oc e sé}. Then 5 and F are closed in A' and SC\T={h}.

\SowfeT,foeS,and{Jx<ßAxV{fß}^SyJT.ltfollovisthat(l(\Jx<ßAx\J
{fß})-{h}]nS,[(\Jx<ß Ax\J{fß})-{h}]nT)isaseoaraÜonof (\Jx<ß Axv

{fß}) — {h}, so h is a cut point of Ua</¡ ^auí//i}- Thus I(ß) is established

and statement (e) follows.

By argument similar to that in the induction step of the proof of (e),

it follows that (Jcte-s/ Ax is connected; that if h e X— [JKS? Ax and h^g,

then // is not a limit point of Uae.tf Ax; that the net {gjœ.t/ converges in

X to g, and that/and g are the only noncut points of (Jaej/ Aa\J{g}.

Thus Uas^ ^a^ig} is an arc in X with end points/and g.
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Theorem. If {Yx:a.e sé} is a collection of arcwise connected spaces,

and Y is the product space of the collection, then Y is arcwise connected.

Proof. Let/, g be points of Y. Iff=g, there is nothing to prove,

so assume that f¥"g. Let sé* = {a. e sé:f(a.)^g(v)}. For each cesé*,

let Xx be an arc in Yx with end points ax=f(a) and bx=g(a). Let/* and

g* be the restrictions to sé* off and g respectively, and let X* be the

product space of the collection {Xx:a e sé*}. Then {Xx:ct e sé*}, f*

and g* satisfy the conditions of the Lemma, so there is in X* an arc A

with end points/* and g*. Define a map 8:X*—>Yby

[0(//)](a) =/(a), eise*,

= //(a),        a e sé*.

Then 0 is a homeomorphism of X* onto 0(A*) with 0(/*)=/, 8ig*)=g.

Thus 8(A) is an arc in F with end points/ and g.
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